
The thinking’s about educational reforms 2016 - 2017 high school year  

It is completed 2016-2017 year in high school and already is possible to work out 

the totals, which have positive on this moment after the year of substantial alterations in 

educational activity. And the question will is not about capital high schools, where 

directed mentally all more or less prominent and successful scholars and students, but 

about peripheral, where majority is those, whose balls from independent testing do not 

allow to take the budgetary places or sufficiency of family can not provide studies or 

residence of the children in the capital. Now have the last producing of students of all 

directions for a professional level "specialist". Are employers ready today to accept on 

work graduating students which got the educationally-professional level of preparation 

"bachelor"? Majority from the leaders of different enterprises and organizations answer 

"no", than "yes". And it is more real situation which confirms circumstance that 

students-bachelors, even, after certain professional aspiration have more general 

preparation after all disciplines which are laid out in high school during 3 first years of 

studies, than professional. Therefore they are not able to accept any self-weighted 

professional decisions, which forces employers to require more substantial special 

professional studies from them, that it is possible to get only making off preparation on 

the level of "specialist" or “master's degree" after certain aspiration. For example, 

producing of specialists on taxation, that carried out at Volodymyr Dahl East Ukraine 

National University (Severodonetsk) for the last 10 years proved, that nobody of 

students-bachelors can be take a placed in a job for specialist, if it is not to have the 

diploma of master's "degree" or "specialist". The same takes place in other cities, where 

are graduating students of the same direction, for example, in Zaporizhzhya, Kryvui 

Rig, Melitopol and other. Now have the last producing of "specialists", but are have a 

chance to get the level of master's "degree" all, to have deserving work after the 

direction of preparation, salary and deserving professional preparation. While after the 

certain demographic slump the university entrants, who have the not high rating, can yet 

to get the level of master's "degree". And then will have a chance only those, whose 

families are ready to pay for such preparation, because the licensed set for peripheral 

high school even now is very limited and a same can tell about private establishments. It 

is necessary yet to notice and for the purpose the association of majority of the 

professional special preparation in one direction as, for example, "Management" or 

"Economy" and others like that. It is will have for three years such intermediate 

"product" of bachelor which hardly will find itself to it deserving labor after completion. 

However it is not desirable to portend nothing bad on the future only for completion of 

one year of reformative activity. Will hope that will reconstruct the vision and attitude 

toward future specialists not only Ministry of scientific and education of Ukraine and 

under control to its high school, but also employers, that for completion of bachelor 

preparation most specialists is not came in the grade of unemployed "persons", or 

served the shadow sector of economy. 

Will be very thankful to our readers and authors, if they will be attached to the 

discussion on the pages of magazine the consequences of reforms in education, which 

already began to give the first results. 
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